


Thank you for purchasing a Boxomo Enclosure! 

Included Tools:

● 1/16“Hex Key
● 3/32” Hex Key
● 5/32” Hex Key
● 3/16” Hex Key

Additional Recommended Tools:

● No. 2 Screwdriver
● Needle Nose Pliers
● Ruler or measuring tape
● Scissors

Please contact us at contact@boxomoenclosures.com with any 
questions you have. A copy of the instructions can be found online at 

boxomoenclosures.com/pages/resources

mailto:contact@boxomoenclosures.com


Step One
Assemble the Components on Each Panel

1. Depending on the enclosure that you ordered there will be different hardware for each panel 
(power pass throughs, vents, door, etc.) 

2. Follow the instructions on the next several pages to build the parts that are included in your kit. 



Door Assembly
1. Locate the Magnet Bar, Magnet Bar Screws (4-40 x 5/16” long), Square Nuts (4-40 nuts), Handle, 

Handle Bolts (¼-20 x 1 ¼ long), Handle Nuts (¼-20 hex nuts), Handle Plate, Handle Nut Plates 
(2), Small Handle Plate Bolts (4-40 x 5/8” long), Small Handle Plate Nuts (4-40 hex nuts), and 
Door Panel

   

2. Install magnet into door handle base using supplied square nuts and bolts

Magnet Bar Magnet Bar 
Bolts

Square Nuts Handle

Handle Bolts Handle Nuts Handle Plate Handle Nut 
Plates

Small Handle 
Plate Bolts

Small Handle 
Plate Nuts

Door Panel

Bolt the magnet bar into the 
Handle Plate using the 

Square Nuts and Magnet 
Bar Bolts



3. Attach the handle, handle plate, and handle nut plates with the supplied nuts and bolts

Door Assembly



Door Assembly
4. Attach the latch plate to the door latch base using the supplied bolts and nuts



Power Passthrough
1. Locate the Power Pass Through Inside piece, Power Pass Through Outside piece, 2 Brushes, 

Power Pass Through Bolts (4-40 x ⅝” long), and nuts (4-40 nuts).

2. Lay the metal brush backing in the slots located in the outside power passthrough plate

Install brushes in the inside 
power passthrough piece. 
Metal back of brush sits in 

the ledges of the inside 
power pass through

Install first brush Install second brush

Power Pass 
Through Bolts

Power Pass 
Through Nuts

Power Pass Through 
Inside piece

Power Pass Through 
Outside Piece

Brush



Power Passthrough
3. Place the outside Power Pass Through plate (with the brushes installed) against the rear panel 

power passthrough cutout. Install with brush bristles pointing down.

4. Attach the back plate from the other side of the rear panel with the supplied bolts and nuts. Nuts 
will fit into hex shaped holes in the Power Pass Through Inside Piece.

Install with brushes pointing 
down (Red Arrow)

Side View



Side Vents
1. Locate the Vent Gate Frame, Vent Gate, Bolts (4-40 x ¾” long or ⅝ Long) and Nuts (4-40 nuts)

2. Lay the Vent Gate in the slot located in the Vent Gate Frame. Insert the side with the spring 
plunger (Blue Arrow) in first and then push the vent sideways, to compress the spring plunger (1), 
and then rotate down (2) to fully seat the vent gate.  

Vent Frame 
Bolts

Vent Frame 
Nuts

Vent Frame Vent Gate

2

1



3. Place the vent gate and frame against the outside facing side of the side panel vent and attach 
with the supplied bolts and nuts. If you plan to use 80mm fans use the longer ¾” 4-40 bolts as 
they will give you enough length to attach the fan. If you are using the side vents without 80mm 
fans then use the shorter ⅝” long 4-40 bolts so the bolts sit more flush on the inside of the 
enclosure. Side vent gates have 10 positions and will click into place when moved into another 
position.  

Side Vents



Bottom Panel
1. The support puck helps bear the load of the 3D printer inside the enclosure. Without it the bottom 

panel can sag and/or crack. Place the puck on the underside of the bottom panel with the 
threaded brass insert facing up towards the bottom panel. Attach the puck by using the supplied 
8-32 screw, securing the puck from the top side with the screw. 

Support Puck Screw
(8-32 x .375)

Support Puck



Step Two
Build the Door Frame of the Enclosure

1. Locate 4 short frame rails (the 19.5” frame rails), 4 corner brackets, 8 silver corner bracket screws 
(M5x12), 2 Hinge Bases, 6 Black Hinge and Latch Base Screws (M5x10), 6 Hinge and Latch 
Base T-Slot Nuts, 2 Door Panel Hinges, 2 Door Hinge Pins, and 1 Door Latch Base.

2. On a short rail install both hinge bases even with the ends of the rail, install them on the same 
side of the rail. 

Short Frame
Rail

Corner Bracket Corner Bracket
Screws

Hinge Base

Install hinge bases even with the 
ends of the rail 

Install bases on the same side on 
the rail

Hinge and Latch 
Base Screws

Hinge and Latch 
Base T-Slot Nuts 

(“T-slot Nuts”)

Door Panel 
Hinge

Door Hinge
Pins

Door Latch Base ⅜” Foam Cord



Step Two
Build the Door Frame of the Enclosure

Be sure that all the T-slot nut legs are facing inward so they do not interfere with the frame and 
seals in later steps 

3. Install the door panel hinge using the supplied hinge pins. The flats on the door panel hinge 
should face away from the other slot on the frame rail.

Legs of nuts face 
inward

Nuts slide into the 
end of the T-slot 

using the Hinge and 
Base Latch Screws

Lip on nut faces towards 
the hinge base

Install hinge pin (red arrow). Door panel hinge 
(blue arrow) should face away from the other 

slot on the frame rail (green arrow)

Pin head should be even with the 
end of the rail



Step Two
Build the Door Frame of the Enclosure

4. Attach a short frame rail on both ends of the rail that you just attached the hinge bases to. Use the 
two corner brackets

5. On the fourth rail locate the slot that will face towards the hinges when it is assembled, do not 
attach this rail with brackets yet.

Install 2 corner bracket screws 
(M5x12) screws per corner

Locate the side of the rail (blue arrow) facing towards the 
hinges (green arrows), not the side of the rail that is facing 

downward (red arrow)

What your frame should look like 
at the end of step 4



4. Using 2 T-slot nuts secure the Door Latch Base in the middle of the slot that you identified in the 
previous step. Use a ruler or measuring tape to make sure the door latch base is centered. The 
ends of the door latch base should be about 8 inches from either end of the short frame rail. 
Again, make sure the legs of the nuts face towards each other. The metal latch plate should be 
facing away from the other T-slot on the rail and will contact the magnet bar when you close the 
door. 

5. Attach the fourth rail to the other three rails using two more corner brackets. 

Step Two
Build the Door Frame of the Enclosure

8 in.

Latch Base should be in the middle of the rail. From 
the ends of the Door Latch to the ends of the rail 

should be 8 inches (red lines) 

8 in.

Legs of nuts face 
inward

Attach fourth rail (red arrow) Use Corner Brackets and Corner 
Bracket Screws to attach fourth rail



6. Install 5 pieces of foam cord on the inside of the door frame. Cut the cord to length using scissors. 
Rocking the foam cord back and forth into the slot about an inch or two at a time or simply stuffing 
the cord into the slot a half inch at a time are both ways to get the cord into the slot. Cord WILL 
NOT go completely into the slot, some of the cord will poof out of the slot. Final adjustment will be 
done later when the door is attached. There is a popsicle stick in the smaller foam cord bag that 
can help you install the door seal.  

Step Two
Build the Door Frame of the Enclosure

5 sections of foam cord will need to be 
cut (red lines)

Foam cord is laid into the T-slot

12

3

4

5



Step Three
Adding the Walls of the Enclosure

1. Locate 4 Long Rails, 4 Corner Bracket Screws (M5-12), Top, Bottom, and Side Panels

 

2. Attach the four long frame pieces to the corners of the door frame. We have found that laying the 
door frame flat on a table with the round edges face down and hanging one corner off the edge of 
a table at a time to install the screws into the legs works well. Be careful to put too much lateral 
force on the long frame pieces or you can break the corner brackets easily during this part of 
assembly (i.e. don’t bend the long frame rails sideways, keep them upright and straight).

 
Attach 4 Long Rails (Red 

Arrows) to the Door Frame
Attach Long Rails with Corner 

Bracket Screws

Long Frame
Rails

Corner Bracket
Screws

Top, Bottom, and 
side panels



Step Three
Adding the Walls of the Enclosure

3. At this point in assembly the way you install the panels determines whether your enclosure door 
opens to the left or to the right. So choose which way you want the door to open before 
proceeding. Hinges on the right for a door opening to the right is pretty standard if you are unsure 
which way to have the door open.

4. Next, slide in the side, top, and bottom panels in their respective slots in the correct orientation. 
The side panels should be touching the same frame rails that the hinges and door latch are 
mounted to. The top and bottom panels should be touching the frame rails that have nothing 
attached to them. Be sure the bottom panel support puck is facing down and outside of the 
enclosure. Be sure panels are fully seated; they can bind while being slid in and prevent final 
assembly.

Slide the panels into the T-slot 
in the correct orientation

Slide the panels (Red Arrows) 
into the T-slots in the rails 

(Blue Arrows)



Step Four
Adding the Back Panel

1. Locate 4 Short Frame sections, 4 Corner Brackets, and 12 Corner Bracket Screws

2. On a flat surface connect 3 Short Frame pieces with 2 Corner Brackets. DO NOT attach the 
remaining 2 Corner Brackets to the frame because they will block the slots that the rear panel will 
slide into.

3. Slide the rear panel into the slots of the 3 frame sections

Short Frame
Rail

Corner Bracket Corner Bracket
Screws

Use 2 Corner Brackets (Red Arrows) 
to attach three rails together

Slide the panel (Red Arrow) into 
the T-slot in the rails (Blue Arrow)



4. Attach the fourth short frame section using two corner brackets

5. Attach the completed rear frame assembly in the correct orientation to the long frame sections 
using the supplied screws

Step Four
Adding the Back Panel

Secure Back Panel to the rest of the frame 
with 4 Corner Bracket Screws

Attach last Short Frame Rail 
(Red Arrow)

Use Corner Brackets and Screws 
(Red Arrows) to attach last frame rail

Place Back Panel (Red Arrow) in the correct 
orientation on the rest of the enclosure



Step Five
Install the Door

1. Locate 4 Door Screws (Black ¼-20, .500” long), 4 Door Nuts (Black ¼-20 Nuts)

2. Attach the completed door using the supplied Door Screws and Door Nuts

Door Screws Door Nuts

Install the nuts and the bolts to 
connect the panel and hinges

Install the nuts and the bolts to 
connect the panel and hinges



Step Five
Install the Door

3. Door should open and close freely. Adjust the height of the foam door seal such that there is a 
small gap (about 1/64”-1/32”) between the cord and door panel so the door does not hit the 
aluminum rails. If the door needs adjustment loosen the screws and, while holding the door in the 
correct position, tighten the door screws.  

4. Install black plastic corner caps

Make sure there is a small gap between the foam 
door seal (Red Arrow) and the door (Blue Arrow)

Install Corner Caps (Red Arrow). Corner Brackets 
have a hole that the plastic caps plug into.



Panel Seals
1. Using the included popsicle stick, gently insert the ⅛” diameter foam cord into the gap between 

the aluminum frame and the polycarbonate panel. 
a. Install this foam cord on all 4 sides of the three walls, both inside and out
b. Install on top panel both inside and out
c. Bottom panel does not need foam cord. If sealing is still a concern, a bead of caulk can be 

applied to the joint between the panel and the aluminum frame.



Filament Hardware
The filament hardware is optional. Depending on your setup and usage this may not the best 
solution for you. If you want to remove or adjust the filament hardware simply pull the tab on the 
mounting strip to detach it and replace it with a new strip in the desired location. Mounting strips 
are 3M Command Strips brand and are widely available,  

1. Locate Spool Holder, Retention Clip, Filament Guide, and adhesive-backed mounting strips

2. Clean the section of the wall and the back of the filament holder where the mounting strips will be 
placed with the included prep pad. Place three mounting strips on the back of the filament holder

3. Attach another three mounting strips to the back of the filament holder, this time using the bristles 
to attach the 3 sets of strips together. Be sure that the bristles click together to ensure a tight hold. 
Then remove the plastic film covering the adhesive of the three strips that you just pressed on.

Spool Holder Retention Clip Filament Guide Mounting Strips



Filament Hardware
4. Next press the Filament Holder firmly onto the wall so that the Filament Holder is 4” from the side 

and bottom frame rails. Be sure that the word “BOTTOM” located on the filament holder is facing 
downward.

5. Attach the upper Filament Guide directly above the end Filament Holder of the filament holder. 
Use the same process as the filament holder but only use one command strip. The hole of the 
filament guide should be angled towards where the extruder will be printing. 

4”

4”

Top View: Filament Guide is angled 
towards the middle of travel of the hotend



Ventilation Kit
1. Attach the 120mm fan to the rear panel using the 8-32 x 1-⅜” button head bolts. Install the bolts 

from the inside so that the nuts are on the outside. This makes the assembly appear more 
finished from the inside. Secure the bolts from the outside using four 8-32 nuts. 

2. Attach the vent duct with the included hose clamp
3. If you have the Temperature Regulation kit, attach the 80mm fans on the inside on the enclosure 

with the power cord of the fan oriented down and back towards the back wall of the enclosure. 
One 80mm fan has a much longer wire than the other, be sure that this fan is installed in the vent 
cutout furthest from the Power Pass Through cutout.

4. BE SURE TO CHECK THE AIR FLOW DIRECTION OF ALL THE FANS. FAILURE TO ENSURE 
CORRECT AIR FLOW DIRECTION COULD DAMAGE YOUR PRINTER, REDUCE PRINTER 
PERFORMANCE, AND/OR EXPOSE YOU TO PRINTER FUMES.

5. Use the zip tie mounts and zie ties to tidy up the wires. 

Bolts

Nuts
Duct

Adapter

120mm
Fan

Bolts and nuts fasten to the first 
flange of the 80mm fan (red arrow). 
The longer ¾” bolts are needed to 

attach an 80mm fan.



Ventilation Kit Tips
● If you have the temperature regulation kit, we like to run our 120mm exhaust fan all the time 

during printing on medium or high and have the 80mm fans controlled by the temperature 
controller, typically on the low setting. 

● We plug our fans into the USB power bricks. One power brick plugs into the wall for the 120mm 
fan and the other power brick goes into the temperature controller to power the 80mm fans. 

● In order to keep the pressure negative inside the enclosure when the 80mm fans turn on, you will 
need to close the vent gates in the side vents by at least 50%, if not more. There are 10 positions 
on the side vents so try keeping the vents 20-40% open while using the 80mm fans.

● Use the smoke test explained in the Notes section to test which combination of fan and vent gate 
settings keep the pressure negative at all times.   



Notes:
1. Be sure to follow the operation instructions of your 3D printer from the manufacturer. Do not 

exceed the safe temperature limits of operation of your 3D printer. It is your responsibility to make 
sure malfunctions do not occur while using a Boxomo Enclosure. We are not responsible for any 
damage that may occur due to exceeding recommended temperature limits. Boxomo Enclosures 
(without ventilations fans) have a working temperature of up to 175 degrees fahrenheit.

2. When using a Boxomo Enclosure with ventilation be sure that negative pressure is maintained 
inside the enclosure at all times, especially if 80mm fans are used for temperature regulation. To 
test for negative pressure turn on all ventilation fans and use the smoke from a extinguished 
match to check for air flow direction. Held close to the test area (at or less than ¼”) the smoke 
should be sucked into the enclosure at the door seam, power pass through, side vents, and other 
openings. If the smoke does not get sucked into the enclosure adjust the fan speed and side vent 
gate aperture until the air pressure become negative in the enclosure. 

3. Filament Hardware is designed for 1kg. spools only. Heavier spools may detach spool holder and 
filament guide.

4. Temperatures higher than 110 degrees fahrenheit may affect the adhesive bond of the mounting 
strips used in the Filament Hardware.   


